The transcendental number £ is said to be an S-number if there is a 7>0 and a sequence of positive constants rlt Tt, [2] has shown that the measure of all real S-numbers with 7 = 1 is zero. On the other hand, Mahler [3] proved that almost all (real or complex) numbers are S-numbers. His proof shows that this statement is true with 7 = 4, and he conjectured that for almost all real numbers one can take 7 = 1 +6, and that for almost all complex numbers one can take 7 = 1/2+«, for arbitrary e>0.
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Let 7r be the infimum of all numbers y' such that almost all real numbers are 5-numbers with 7^7', and define yc analogously in the complex case; thus Mahler's conjecture is that 7r = l, yc = 1/2. Koksma [4] showed that yr ^ 3 and yc^ 5/2. Kubilyus [5] 
